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My week-end 

This week-end  was not so different as the others, but there was a sort of  different “smell” in the 

air. Everybody was ... tense. The moment I really realised there was really something different, 

was Sunday afternoon.When I went to my music class. Usually, we (my music teacher, the flutist 

with whom I play duets and I) spoke about God and the world, but yesterday we were spoked 

only about the sadly famous “Corona virus”. Also, yesterday evening, with my mother we 

watched the results of the elections, the debates on the TV show didn't debate about the results of 

the elections but about if the government should confine French citizens like in Italy. 

16-17/03 

Today, it is the first day of national confinement, nothing very special happened, I stay home 

with my mother and my brother…It was like an infinite Sunday. 

18-19/03 

Today, we received the official paper to fill out as a proof, you can go out. We fill it then we go 

down the street to play with a ball ten minutes long because we couldn't stay home, sitting in a 

chair a minute more . We weren't controlled by Police. As we came back home it was like the 

return from holiday, the end of something….It was a strange feeling.  

20-21622-23/03 

Those days were strange. The 22th and 21th was the first weekend in confinement, it was like a 

normal week-end, but silent.. Saturday I gone running with my father and my brother it was 

strange, the street was empty and quiet. 

24-25-26-27-28-29-30/03 
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Those days were all similar to the other ones...unending sundays, the day to finish homework but 

a little bite “nothing-to-do” day. I begin to understand everyone who want to kill their brothers or 

sisters (usually my brother and myself have a really good brother/sister relationship)...It begins at 

the announcement from Edouard PHILIPPE, as the prolongment of the containment, he (he’s the 

sporty one) was on the boards of depression, and I was trying to explain him how important it 

was  stay home two weeks more and because no one of us like loose debats….we still debate. 

This weekend I changed from my father's house to my mother’s one, I had the impression of a 

move, with this quantity of bags...  

Like every Saturday at my mother’s home I made crepes, and I did it again Sunday, and I will 

probably do it again after the English class and did it again until we can’t see a crepe. 

 

31/03 1-2-3-4-5-6/04 

Those days (again) were very boring, we work from 9am to 4pm then we let control our work by 

our parents, correct what is wrong and then we bake something what will be our desert/breakfast, 

made the dinner, we eat, look TV news (to make great nightmares) and go to sleep.  

The “event” of the week was the announcement of J-M BLANQUER that the brevet (and bac) 

will be “contrôle continu”, but, in a way, we were just waiting the “official” announcement, it 

was foreseeable 

 

 

7-8-9-10-11-12-13-14/04 
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Again nothing interesting happen. Yesterday the president Emmanuel MACRON  tells that on 

May 11th, school will begin again but, I don’t know how  it will be. How should we take the 

“gestes barrières” seriously and be in class, with the tables and their small distances. 

Holidays 

Those holidays were very special… There were more like an infinite Wednesday after noon, it 

begins at 2 pm and ends around 10 pm. The only activity was the changing between my both 

parents home and the food shopping.  

About food shopping: I NEVER was so happy not to have meal to precies timplans, because 

without this, I probably will be more time in the queue (?) in front of the shop to come in (I’ve 

done it once, and I pray for never need to do it again)  as in the shop… 

The other occupation was to bet my brother at FiFa (my biggest accomplishment, same if he let 

me win to go on the toilet (I didn't want to let him go before I won). 

14-15-16-17-18-(...)/04 1-2-(..)10-11/05 

Nothing interesting happened those days with the exception that the internet crushes down 

another time and that SFR wasn’t so kind to give us more mobile data, so this time we need to 

wait the technician, who should come tomorrow afternoon, waiting for him I will pray that my 

remaining gigabytes will be enough….. 

  About the school life evolve, I suppose it’s going to be a looong succession of strange events… 

 

 

15/06 
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Yesterday the president talked. On Monday june 19th every single student will go back to 

school… I think, it will be a “massacre” . 

Basically, he closed the schools because childrens are the first virus transporter.  

By the way, the conseils de classe are passed, we will not have our textbooks and ins the CSI 

there are many students (long live gestes barrières, will there be surveillants watching for the 

meter distancing? I want to see…)... It will be quite fun…. 


